DEVELOPER
Emschergenossenschaft, Essen

PROJECT
Ecological improvement of the Roßbach in Dortmund, Schmechtingsbach phase

- Ecological improvement of the Roßbach in Dortmund, 2nd design phase
- 1st construction phase ÖV Schmechtingsbach km 0.530 - km 2.340
- 2nd construction phase ÖV Schmechtingsbach km 0.032 - km 0.530 (HRB Schmechtingsbach)

OUR SERVICES
- Geotechnical support for execution planning and execution works
- Stability calculations
- Foundations works consulting during construction
- Analysis of QA measures, documentation of the results
- Expert opinions
- Preparation of geotechnical cross-sections as the basis for determining quantities, verification of quantity estimates
- Inspection of tender documents